The Pure Tension Pavilion is a lightweight, rapidly deployable, tensioned membrane structure and portable charging station commissioned to showcase a new hybrid electric car.

The Pure Tension Pavilion is an experimental structure that, similar to a concept car, is a working prototype that speculates on the future of personal mobility and alternative energy sources, while also exploring digital design methodologies and innovative structural solutions. The pavilion pushes boundaries at all levels, from structural performance to sustainability and portability.
Officially launched in Milan, Italy in October 2013, this experimental structure was developed through a process of rigorous research and development that investigated methods of associative modelling, dynamic mesh relaxation, geometric rationalization, solar incidence analysis, membrane panelling, and material performance.

Conceived as an extension of the legacy of Frei Otto’s seminal lightweight tensioned membrane structures where Otto looked to precedents in Nature to describe principles of stable minimal energy surfaces that could inform and ultimately find the equilibrium between unique form and form-found material, enabling efficient and effective structural performance. The continuous form of the pavilion was developed with a parallel process of analogue form-finding (physical models) and digital form-finding (dynamic mesh-relaxation techniques) to explore the pure tension of the interior membrane skin against the external flexurally-active boundary frame. A carbon fibre perimeter ring was to be bent into shape by the tailoring of the skin which bound it. In response, the frame would push out while the skin pulled in, creating a form-force equilibrium that would result in a structure that was lightweight, cost-efficient, and easy to assemble and disassemble.

At the competition phase, the uniquely sensual and continuous form was to consist of a tensioned HDPE Mesh skin with embedded PV panels and a perimeter carbon fibre rod. The effect of the structure’s organic form, perforated mesh, and PV transparent panels provide a striking graphic identity which would encourage visual and spatial interaction while simultaneously enabling different configurations to accommodate a variety of activities including vendors, demonstrations, car trade shows. The proposal added another level of innovation by utilizing the pavilion as a portable solar-powered charging station.
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With car back open, the car moves out more to adjust to the height.
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